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CHAPTER I 
THE PHOBLEM AND DEF'INI'riON OF TERMS 
We often hear of the credibility gap as being respon-
sible for some of the problems we face in daily life. This 
phenomenon is not peculiar only to the field of politics or 
religion. As coaches meet with their athl.etes, perhaps a gap 
in credibility occurs, particularly when the coach is a mem-
ber of one ethnic group and his athletes are members of 
another. Discontentment between athletes of varied ethnic 
backgrounds is no new issue, Perhaps scientific studies in 
this regard will serve to provide vital answers to .important 
questions. 
',"HE PROBI,EM 
that measures authorit<niveness and character of -a speaker 
aB pc·rceived by his audlenee, will a statistically significant 
d i:ffer·ence arise where a figure of authority is a member of 
one ethnic group and those over whom the authority is as-
e~ucation instruc~cr is faced with ma~r ~roblems such as over-
crowdeC classes t inadequate .facilities, and a very short 
perie:d of time to actu«lly t,~Hch c!le student. Wi-:;il th'2se 
problemo in mi.nd, ·tho instructor mu~t be cogni~ant of the 
1 
2 
physical education setting, 
The importance of this study is greatly enhanced in 
that the experiment was the first of its klnd in the field 
of physical education. 'P.here are many studies which state the 
testimonies of discontented athletes and the experiences they 
have encountered, but these are descriptive studies and have 
not been conducted in an experimental setting. The present 
study dealt with the ethos of a coach as it was perceived by 
ethnic groups other than his own, a realistic <;itv.a.tion that 
a coach may encounter during his career. Whether the present 
study detects either a difference in ethos ratings or no 
difference in ethos ratings, the coach will have valuable in-
formation that could be utilized and encorporated within his 
coaching techniques, 
Greenberg ~nri Mi.ll,n st8.te that 3. :~ow-c!'edible source\ 
makes an individual more res.istal"t to c!1ange or persvasion. 1 
~'his statement suggests that if a player or group of players 
on a team perceives a coach as a low-credible source, the coach 
chould takn m'"asures to rectify the s i tuat .ion among his playel'S 
i.f maximum potential from thePl is to be gained trcrough his 
coaching. 
McCroskey and Dunham state that r>9search and analysit~ 
reported in their study lends support to the theory that e·thos 
is a WJry important factor in persuasive . . . 2 m· • eommunlC<'Hlon. 1n1s 
-----------
1 
'"~... .:. ... B~actl~y ~~- ~ree:nberg.· and Gerald R. r.1iller, "The 
Jt.f:tect or Low-~~rea..1 c.Le Sou:rces on n1essage ./',cceptance," !3peech 
Monogra-phs XXXIII (.June, 1966), 130. 
2 ,.·:~mes C "c..,r• ... ,,...,,.l<.r_,.,, ''nc' Robf•~t ·c.;• Dnn1.......,.,..,.,. "11'+-t..,o'S A f_lo.li ,_ ~ l'l~'-..>: ...... ..:..~" .. ~ ••. \ ..... ;...~., .... ~,.r~._-.tu;~ ·•"L , ; 
Confounding Element in Gommvn catioLJ Research," !iP._?_ech ~~!.13-
fl'<'lJY~~ XXXIII (November, 1966 , Lf63. 
J 
statement reinforces the importance of the present study in 
that if a coach of an athletic team is not perceived as a 
high-credible source, problems may arise among personnel. 
Sc2pe of the studY.• The scope of this study was 
limited to the testing of male subjects who were attending 
Elbert Covell College and College of the Pacific at the 
University of the Pacific. This experiment was also limited 
to the testing of two distinct groups of individuals• Cau-
casian North Americans and Latin Americans. All individuals 
who were members of ethnic groups other than the groups 
mentioned above were screened from the experiment so that a 
difference could be perceived from the two groups tested, 
Delimitations_, There were six groups tested in the 
present sttld.y. Two groups were of Gaucas ian North American 
der;cent and two WEJr·e of La Gin .\merLcar1 descent. There were 
two control groups .~ompo8ed o:f Caucasian North American sub-
jects frclm Elbert Cove.l1 College. This control was used to 
determine if the·c-e was a difference in ratings he-tween Cau-
ca:.;ian North Americans who attended EJ.bert Covell College and 
those who did not. B~' this measurement .it could also be de-
termined if any differences in ratings of the ethos of a 
speaker were due to association with Elbert Covell College, 
There W9r~~ twenty male suhjeets tested in each group, 
whc were college stu.de~ts from the Univ-ersity of the Pacific. 
'l'hoy heard a tape recorded speec-h fr,:.m either a Ca.,Jcasian 
Nu·th Arnericax1 o:c Latin Amerj can speaker who spoke upon 
d • . ] . . t' 1 t. 1Sc1p.1ne 1n a··n .. c 1cs. 
measuring device scored by the audiences immediately following 
the presentation of speeches. 'l'he groups were selected by a 
random sampling of the classes in Elbert Covell College and 
interdisciplinary classes in College of the Pacific at the 
University of the Pacific. 
Limi-tations. It was recognized that when dealing with 
Latin Americans from Elbert Covell College, many may r,ot think 
of themse).ves as "Latinn", but .from their own home of origin 
in South America. 
The present study could only attempt to show a rating 
difference between Caucasian North American and I.atin American 
subjects at the University of the Paoific. The differences 
derived may be projected into these distinct groups, but tl:is 
study cannot make any statements a.s to the rating differences 
of other ethnic groups. For thj s to occur, these partict<hu· 
groups must be tested. 
It was also recognized that the speaker of Latin 
American descent may not have been perceived as such by all 
the subjects participating in the present study. Measures 
were taken to insure that the speaker's dialect was recog-
nized by groups tested before the actual study took place, 
but to insure that all subjects did recognize the Latin 
American speaker when the actual experiment began was an un-
known f'act. 
There was also a limiting factor in acquiring a true 
cross-section of students from Elbert Covell College and 
College of the Pacific. Measures were taken in an attempt 
to reach this goal, but again, this ivas possibly an uncon-
/ 
5 
trollable factor, 
There was also a problem in reaching a cross-section of 
Latin Americans who had reached different levels of English 
comprehension between the two "Latin" groups tested, 
Assumptions, For the purposes of this study, it was 
assumed that students of Elbert Covell College from Latin 
America perceived themselves as a distinct group of individ-
uals, separate from the Caucasian North Americans. It is true 
that these students come from many different countries of 
South America and their geographical origin is separated by 
thousands of miles, but it was assumed that they have a 
"Latin" bond which separates them from any other group. 
'Phe author has observed that indi victuals of Latin 
American origin group together when participating on an 
athletic team. By this fact and many other overt actions of 
thesf: Indi.vidu<>.ls, it could be assumed that the present study 
was definitely dealing with a distinct ethnic group. 
It was assumed that the present study had selected a 
cross-s•~etion of subjects taken from the population of the 
University of the Pacific for both Caucasian, North American 
and Latin Arneri::-:an groups. 
It was further assumed that the Latin American speaker 
on the tape recorded message was recognized as an indi.vi.dual 
of "Lrdi.n" descent. A pan0l of instructors in speech coremuni-
cation judged the dialect of the speaker to be that of a 
"I,atin", 'rhis judgement by experts in the field of communi-
cative sciences reinforces the validity of the present :::tudy. 
6 
It was also assumed that the present study had a 
definite cross-section of Latin American subjects with dif-
ferent levels of English comprehension among the two "Latin" 
groups that participated. 
Statement of hypotheses. 'fhe study hypotheses to be 
tested in the present study are stated i:n the following manner• 
Hypothesis 1. There will be statistically signifi-
cant differences in t~e comparisons 
of ethos ratings by Caucasian North 
American and I,atin Ameriean groups 
as they rate a coach of' a Caucasian 
North American group on the ethos 
semantic differential measurement 
device. 
Hypothesis 2. 'Phere wiLL be statistically signifi·-
cant differences in the comparisons 
of ethos ratings by Caucasian North 
American and Latin American groups 
as they rate a coach of' a Latin 
American group on the ethos semantic 
jifferential measurement device. 
II, DE?'INITI0!1 OF TERMS 
Et!1os, A definition of ethos can be traced thousands 
of years to the time of Aristotle. This great figure in 
history listed good sense, good moral character, and good 
will as the qualities which "induce us to believe a thing 
apart fror~ any proof of it". 3 But the results of a study con-
ducted by Schweit7.er and Ginsburg suggest the underlying 
factor of source c:redibili ty to be more ~mr.plex than previ-
ously indicated.4 
trans. (New 
York: 
~'Factors of 
Ccmmu::'"!ita·'~cT' Credib_~_lity., 1 ' in r':!:·oblem~::; :iYl Soc-lal Ps;ycholo~y, 
------~---· ··--···· ____ } ____________ _. ____ ~ ----- ------···--·- . 
ed. Carl W. B~ckrnan and Paul F. Secord ~Ne~t York1 F',S. Crofn 
& Co., 1966), pp. <)4-102, 
7 
Authoritativeness. For purposes of this study, 
authoritativeness is defined as the extent to which a com-
municator is assessed to be a source of valid assertions by 
an audience (his "expertness"),5 
Hovland, Janis, and Kelley discuss this term exten-
sively when they state1 
A variety of characteristics of the communicator may 
evoke attitudes related to expertness, For example, 
the age of the communicator may sometimes be regarded 
as an indication of the extent of his experience. A 
position of leadership in a group may be taken as an. 
indication of ability to predict social reactions. 
In certain matters persons similar to the recipient 
of influence may be considered more expert than 
persons different from him. Hence, the research on 
the factors of age, leadership, and similarity of 
social background may invlove the expertness factor 
to some extent.6 · 
.Q.}]arac_ter. Charu,~ter is defined as the degree of con-
fidence of the audience in the communicator's intent to 
communicate the a.ssertions he r:onsiders most valid (his 
trustworthiness).? 
In Communication :md J:~ss!.sioT,!, Hovland, Janis, a.nd 
Kelley also describe this term: 
With respect to the second component of credibility, 
there have been numerous speculations ahout the 
characteristics of communicators which evoke attitudes 
of trust or. distrust and about the conseouences of 
these attitudes for acceptance of communications. 
One of t.he most general hypotheses is that when a 
person is perceived as having a definite intention 
to rcrsuade others, the likelihood is increased that 
he will be perceived as having something to gain and, 
hence, a8 less worthy of trust. Thus it seems the 
Searl Hovland; Irving L. JaniH, and Harold H. Kelley, 
Communication and Persuasion (New Haven: Ya.J.c, University 
Press , 1 9 5'.;1); p • -2 z:·--------
6_f_1Jj£. 
7lbig., p.2J, 
succ~ssful speaker is one that is believed to have 
a high degree of sincerity by his audience.B 
Credibility. In the pre~ent study credibility was 
used synomymously with ethos. Thus credibility was also 
defined as the image of a communicator held by a receiver 
at a given time,9 
One has only to begin the text of the Rhetoric to 
8 
discover that Aristotle lost no time in delving into a dis-
cussion of speaker credibility, He expressed the importance 
of this trait in the passage1 
It is not true, as some writers of the art maintain 
that the probity of the speaker contributes nothing 
to his persuasiveness; on the contrary we might almost 
affirm that his credibility is the most potent of 
all means in persuasion,10 
Lat_in American Group. Webster'~ New _g_ollegiate 
gictionaa defines the term "Latin" as "designating the 
peoples or countries whose languages and culture are descended 
from the Latin". 11 For purposes of the present study, this 
term was defined as individuals who originally came from 
countries of South America. 
~ort~ American Group. This term was defined as all 
Caucasian North American individuals who participated in 
the present study enrolled in College of the Pacific and 
Elbert Covell College at the University of the Pacific. 
8rbid.,p.24. 
9Kenneth Andersen and Theodore Clevenp-er, Jr., "A 
Sumrr:ary of Experimental Research in Ethos," SpeN:!.! ~onot>:r~R!}~, 
XXX (Jur_e, 1963), 59·· 
., 0 
~ Aristotle, op. cit., p. 8. 
11wcbster, H~~ _Qoll~iat~ Dtcti OI}Q.!.:X (Springfield! G. 
& c. Merriam Co., Publishers, 1957), p. 1~'75. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF' RELATED I,I'IERATURE 
Experiments concerning the subject of ethos have 
dealt with many areas such as psychology, speech, sociology 
and education. This study deals with the credibility of a 
coach to an audience. Greenberg and Miller conducted a 
study to detect if a message from an unidentified source 
would result in a more favorable audience attitude than would 
a message attributed to a low-eredible source. Forty-five 
subjects were selected from a semi-rural community. Four 
experiments were conducted in the study. 'fhey were 1 ( l.) the 
effect of low-credible and unidentif:i.ed sourccs, (2) the 
effect of immediate vs. delayed identification of a low·-
credible source, (3) the effect of immediate vs. delayed 
ident:tfication of a low-credible source (par-tial replic~.tion) 
and, (if) a test of the effects of immediate vs. delayed 
identification of high and low-credible sources. 12 
~·he results of this experiment stated that in each 
experiment in which time of identification was manipulated, 
delayed identification of the low-credible source e!1lmnced 
the persuasiveness of the message. 'l'he author stat:!s 1 
IncEviduals whr.> >1eard a message following its attri-
bution to a low-credible source seem to have been on' 
the5.r ~~uerd u.nd to have bt:en immuniz.ed a~ajnst sub-
se;:qurJnt persua:;ion. In instancero involving a low-
'? ~"·a t d '' · 1·1 c,.,. c L'.,.. , ~~ • 1 ·:6. 1·a c,n erg an.. ,,, 1 .. er, , - " _, 
9 
10 
credible source, immediate identification appears 
to have served as a forewarning which alerted 
audience members to the fact that the message might 
be unreliable,13 
There have been a great many experiments in the study 
of ethos which modify a communicator's image by stimuli which 
are not part of the actual presentation, This can be justified 
because ethos of the individual depends in part upon the 
14 
:reputation of the group to which he belongs, 
One such experiment related to this question of 
changing attitudes towards individuals is that of building 
an image. Annis and Meier attempted to create an image of 
an unknown source through planted editorials which linked the 
source with certain opinions and actions. The experimenters 
assumed they could predict whether the sub,jects of the experi-
ment favored o:::- opposed these opinions. As few as seven 
planted cedi torials genera ted the desired image, and most of 
the effects persisted over a period of four months, 15 
In another study conducted along similar lines, 
Kerstern compared two introductions, The first introduction 
employed techniques estimated by experts to build prestige 
of the sneaker and to focus attention on him. 'l.'he other 
introduction was constructed to create adverse effects. The 
person hearing the speech with the more favorable introduction 
1 Jibl" d 127 
--'-'' P• , 
11} Andersen and Clevenger, op. cit., p. 68, 
15"lbe1·t .Annis and Norman rfleier, "'t'he Induction of 
Opinion 1'hrour;h Suggestion by !Vleans of Planted Content," 
!f our_ryjl.l S!.f S9c ial Ps_;[Cl}_9}:gf!:Y., V ( 1. 9JL>) r 6 5·· 81., 
11 
changed his opinion significantly more than did the individ-
ual who heard no introduction, or the poor introduction. 16 
It can be seen by these studies that ethos plays an 
important role in the determination of audience response, 
A coach or physical educator should be aware of this 
role and the studies through which these important con-
clusions have been derived, This research may help the coach 
attain his goal and avert a situation that may have had its 
origin with lack of communication. James McCroskey and Robert 
Dunham in their article, "Ethos, A Confounding Element .in 
Communication Research", concluded that the research and 
analysis reported supports the theory that ethos is a very 
important factor fn persuasive communication, 1·7 
'l'here were two hypotheses in this study: (1) an un-
seen, Ul<kn0\111, tape-recorded speaker in an experimental 
setting is a neutral-·s"thos source and, (2) an unseen, unknown, 
tape-record.ed speaker in an experimental setting is a high-
ethos source, 18 
1'h(~ procedure for the experiment centered around the 
developm'ilnt of two topics with aii'ferent ver•1ions, In one 
version on each topic there was extensive use of documented 
and qualified evidence, In the other version no documentai;ion 
16Barbara Korstern, "An Experimental Study to Deter-
mine the Effect of a Speech of Introduction Upon the Per-
suasive Speech that Followed" (unpublished Theais, South 
Dakota State College, 1958). 
'? 
• M~Croskcy and Dunham, op. cit., p. 177. 
p. 178. 
12 
was included, In the first experiment, measures of perceived 
authoritativeness and character of the speaker of post-
communication attitudes were administered immediately after 
each speech, In addition, each subject completed a speech 
rating scale which included an item concerning the speaker's 
use of evidence, 19 
'l'he second experiment of the study used only speeches 
on one of the chosen topics. The subjects were given the 
sa.me tests as the former group, There were two experimenters 
present to administer the tests, and the subjects perceived 
the experimenters as at least high--ethos sources. 20 . 
The study concluded that the first hypothesis must be 
rejected, In all eight tests of the hypothesis, the obtained 
results corresponded to predictions appropriate when the 
source is presumed significantly above normal. Therefore, 
the second hypotllesis was supported by the study, 21 
In a follow-up study by Paul Holtzman, the 13-uthor 
reaffirn1ed the theory that ethos is a very important factor 
in persuasive speech, This study was conducted essentially 
in the same manne.r as the previous experiment and similar 
results were reported, 22 
------------·----· 
i9Ibid, 
201 .. 1 _.:..!~· 
')1 
--~I~i_q, 
22Paul D. Holtzman, "Conformation of Ethos as a Con-
Element in Communication Research," Speech i~onographs, 
XXXIII (:1/.wember, 1966), 1•64-66. 
13 
In a study that used rae ial groups, sidney l<'raus 
suggested the possibility of evaluating indirect, implicative 
sources of ethos. Using pairs of individuals that were homo-
geneous and others that were heterogeneous, the author 
compared white and black people with respect to their per-
suasiveness in filmed discussions on segregation issues. The 
results indicated that arguments favorable to intergration 
were more persuasive when advanced by heterogeneous groups. 2J 
A study that may have implications to this research 
project was conducted by Hovland and Mandell in an effort to 
assess more subtle sources of the speaker's image by mani-
pulating credibility through suggestions of differing degrees 
of selfish interest and self-motivation. The nonsignificant 
difference in attitude change which the speaker produced was 
very small, but the audiences apparently reacted to these 
presumed prejudices and rated the "unbiased source" as signifi-
cantly more honest of the two individuals. These evaluations 
were rendered after the speech which would indicate that the 
initial ethos of th8 two sources, the point at which the 
"biases" of one bep;an to emerge, or the ways in which the 
images of the two spea.kers changed during the study could not 
be detected by the results of the study. 24 
23Sidney Krau;o:, "An Experimental Study of the Relative 
Effectiveneaa of Ne~roos and Whites in Achieving Racial 
Attitt:de f;hfl:1r;e via Kinescope Hecordina;s" (unpublished 
doctor's tlissertation), ~~eh .Monograph~, XXVII (1960), 87-88, 
24
car1 HovJand and Wallace Mandell,. "An Experimental 
Comparison of Conclusion Drawing by the Communieator and the 
. n~1~)~eS~1.~B~l~~1 .2!. J.,bno_r!l!'?c1 ~D£ .?oclal Psys1}.9.12tr:£· XLVII 
14 
Another study that set out to assess the effects of 
prestige upon judgment of political and social issues was 
conducted by Hastorf and Piper, This study used a variety 
of problems to study the effects of supposed ratings of 
businessmen and educators on the attitudes of subjects. The 
experimenters found that all groups, including the one which_ 
was instructed to duplicate its prestige responses and ignore 
the supposed ratings, shifted significantly. 25 
A study that may have meaning to the physical educator 
and ethos is the experiment conducted by Weiss, who tested 
subjects with those elements of ethos which are desi.gned to 
obtain attitude change and the possibility of producing dif-
ferences in learning. Weiss taught responses to groups of 
students, one of which was told that the answers were false. 
No difference in learning occurred, but what was learned was 
correlated with the attitude change which took place during 
. 26. the exper1ment. 
There have been a few studies in the area of speech 
communication that deal with the measurement of ethos. Kulp 
apparently made the first attempt to develop an index of 
presti€e based upon attitude, Groups were told that 
the responses supplied to them had been written by social 
scientists, educators, and other learned persons. The relative 
----------
?5 ~-A. H. Hastorf and s. VI. Piper, "A Note on the Effect 
of Explicit Instructions on Prestige Suggestion, "Journal of 
§.~C~!b Psyc~olor~, XXXIII (1951), 289-29J, 
26w 1 t w · "A • s 1 • 17 ff + · o · · a ... er elSS, ..eeper 1\ ecv Jn p11110n 
Change," :I.Q.!IT_nal of Abnormal Ps:iChQ.l<?EL•XLVII (1.95:3), 
1'73-180, 
15 
amounts of attitude shift toward each of these sources were 
used as a basis for computing a prestige index for each of 
the professional groups, 27 
Walter made the earliest effort to apply recognized 
test construction methods to the problem of creating a 
measurement device. His specific project was the development 
of an instrument to measure a single factor, the evaluation 
of character, Beginning with nearly four hundred character 
describing statements and employing th·~ Thurstone sorting 
techniques and the Seashore rating methods, he developed 
two tests of twenty-two items each, 28 
The Osgood and Stagner study used a technique of 
bipolar nouns in a set of scales to rate occupations and 
occupational groups. This technique was a forerunner to the 
semantic differential. '.!'he study found that prestige of jobs 
and workers could be determined by the use of such scales. 29 
Andersen developed a semantic differential which 
would measure ethos of a speaker or group. Employin~ terms 
garnered from theoretical and experimental literature and 
securing responses to famous living people from freshman 
engineering and physical education classes, he obtained 
two major dimensions in the \.mages. These two dimensions 
27Dani.el Kulp, II, "Prestige, as Measured by Single-
Experienr:c Changes- and Their Permanency," Journal of 
Educational Besea!'Ch, XXVII (19JLf), 66}-72-. 
28
otis Walter, Jr., ''The Measurement of Ethos" (un-
published dissertation, Northwestern, 1948). 
29CharJes Osgood and Ross Stagner, "Analysis of 
Prestige Frame of Reference by a Gradient 'l'echnique," 
Journc..l gf ~\£pli.ec! P~Y..£b01Qgy, XX'/ (19/J.l), ?.?4-90. 
were "evaluative and dynarnism",JO 
'l'hus, many techniques of measurement have been 
applied to ethos, Among these de~ices are ranking, santo-
grams, presti~e indexes, linear rating scal~s, Thurston 
scales, and semantic differentials, Each of these has proven 
useful in assessing one or more of the aspects In ethos,Jl 
In the last few pages it has been attempted to review 
the related literature ;:md experimentR in the area of et.hon 
in speech communication. Every study researched had some 
implication to the one being und•Jr.talcenl howev3r, the present 
study remains unique, In th'l review of literature in speech 
communication and physical education tn an attempt to detect 
a s imi_laP study, three such experiments were founrl. Szalay 
and I.ysnP. state that attitude data avail::J.ble on foreign 
p"oups is genera1.ly not enough for reconstruetinr: their per-
ception of a theme or problem, This study dealt with 
attitudes and the analysis of data detected a variety of 
different culturally specific denotative compcnants,32 
·. 
Anothc;r study by .rae~ Dania 1 dealt with whit<"- black 
communications and was more concerned with verbal cues, emitted 
by white speaker<;, that lead to ineffective communi.cation 
between white and bli'wk people:, 'l'his :;-.;udy cloroely relates 
10 ~ Ke)1neth E. Andersen, ''An Bxperimental Study of 
Interaction of Artistic and Nonartistj_c Ethcs 5.n ~erstJas\nn'' 
(unpublished dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1961). 
~' -J~Anderscn and ClAver1ger. op. nit~, p. ?6. 
32Lo:-::--and B ~ S~c-.lay and Da1~: A. J.:ys·ne, ,.A tt 1. t.uciA Re-
Search for In·tcrctl:ltllral. CommtJn\cai.iorl and In·tcrartlon~'' 
~-r!'!~ J!]_!_:_:t:~Jl1_ S~L Cr?.?~!!!~~2_1-~:tio1}-. ·xx (,Tuna, 19?0>, ~8G···2GCJ~ 
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to the one being undertaken and justifies its relevance, 
Daniel stated that because o.f their life experiences, many 
blacks have a profound distrust .for white speakers. He con-
cluded by stating that "perceived" insincerity of a white 
speaker will be a significant .factor which affects the 
communication between white and black people. The study 
identified many o.f the verbal indices that blacks use to 
judge the sincerity o.f white speakers,33 .· 
Along similar lines a study done by Ratcliff and 
Steil attempted to measure the attitudinal differences be-
tween white and black students. This was the first study 
done in an attempt to measure the attitudinal differences 
between white and black students toward social issues, All 
Gtudents were selected from speech classes. The study con-
cluded that there appeared to be great differences in many 
areas which suggested communication in a speech class with 
a racially mixed enrollment could be difficult, 34-
With this in mind, this study was created in an 
attempt to delve into the current problem of coaching racial 
groups. It can be concluded that this is the first studj' 
done in thts area of research, It is hoped that this study 
will he of ereat help to the physical educator in deallng 
with minority groups. Without communicating effectively to 
-------------
33Jack L. Daniel, "The Facilitation of White-Black 
Cor;munication," The Journal. of _Goml_l!!:lnication, XX (June, 
t 970) • 1 )lf-lfl. -- ---- -
]lfs,-,ron A. Hatlif.fe and Lyman K. Steil, "Attitudinal 
D.U'ferences Between Bla<'.k and White College Students," The 
~~_ch -~'eacl}ei:', XXIII (Janua1·y, 1969), 69-'7'+. 
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a team or a particular ethnic group on a team, a coach can-
not hope to get a maximum effort from these individuals, 
CHAP'I'ER III 
~~THODS AND PROCEDURES 
~ubjects, Subjects for the present study were male 
members of randomly selected classes at the University of 
the Pacific during the Spring semester, 1971. Two classes 
of forty students from College of the Pacific participated 
as well as four classes or eighty students from Elbert Covell 
College, a college whose emphasis is Latin American studies 
and whose students are largely those of Latin American origin. 
'l'l1e students from Elbert Covell College similarly represented 
a cross-section of college majors and were divided into two 
ethnic groups: those of Latin American origin and those of 
North American 01·i~.n. The two groups of North American 
studt>nts from Elbert Covell College were userl in the present 
study so that a control could be observed. The control was 
used in an attempt to determine the possible affects upon 
the North American students, 
Subjects were screened only insofar as ethnic back-
ground was concerned, Due to the nature of the present 
study, i.t vms imperative to preserve the ethnic homogeneity 
of each group. 'l'hose members of any ethnic groun other than 
North A1;a~rican or La:tin American were not included in tlle 
present study, Nor were these different ethnic groups mixed 
wi thi.n t1·eatrnen·:: groups. One further procedure •,.;-as followed 
in the selection of subjects: scores of English p1·oficiency 
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examinations were obtained in order to assure a common level 
of proficiency with the English language with regard to 
subjects of Latin American origin. Table I presents English 
proficiency scores of Latin American students at Elbert 
Covell College used in the present study. Upon examination 
of these scores, it was found that the variable of language 
proficiency was randomly distributed among the subjects in 
the treatment groups and would therefore not affect the 
findings, 
.~roq_edure. In the third week of the Spring semester, 
1971, an appointment was made with instructors of two classes 
• from College of the Pacific and four classes from Elbert 
Covell Collel'e for purposes of obtaining the desired subjects 
for the present study. Appointments were made and experi-
mentation comm<mced on 'l'hursday and Friday of the following 
week. Subjects we,..e told that they were taking part in a 
study condncted by a member of the University of the Pacific 
teac}l:ing staff and were introduced to the experimenter, The 
expE,rimenter then instructed the subjects in completing the 
semantic differential Gt)aJ.e~; 'Jy read ~ng a set of instructions 
and l1av.i.ng thH subjects follow along on their mm set (see 
Appendix A). 1'hey v:ere the:1 n'!ad a p!:·r-paren. statement per-
taining to the speaker they were about to hear; "You are al:,out 
to hear a L~cach of an athletic teatn .from a well known 
university speaking upon his philosophy of athletics". 'l'he 
message was delivered through the means of a tape re•~crder. 
'rho tape recorder was used in the present study in an attempt 
to ·prov·ide a sp;.!alr.i:ng situation tha.t would rem~1i.n l.l'!lchan£Sl3d 
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through the various treatments. This procedure allowed the 
total speaking situations to be a constant. The audio taped 
message rather than closed circuit television was used in an 
attempt to eliminate any variables which might have entered 
into the study had closed circuit television been used, 
Variables such as gestures, facial expressions and appearance 
were avoided by the use of the audio tape. 
After the message was heard, the experimenter in-
structed the subjects to rate the speaker on the semantic 
differential rE~.ting device before them. The subjects were 
given as much time as was required for all to finish com-
pleting the forms. After the subjects had completed the 
semantic differentials, the experimenter asked the subjects 
to turn their rating forms to the other side, The partici-
pants were then a~;ked to mark a zero if they had never 
participated 1n a physical educati.on c.l.ass or on an athletic 
team, a number one if they had ever participated i.n a physical 
education class during their time in formal education, and 
a number two if they had ever participated on an athletic 
team that had a designated coach during their time in formal 
education. These instructions were also prepared beforehand 
and read to each treatment group. 
'I'he instrument fo:(' athletic experie;1ce was developed 
to assess any differences in responses between those wl1o 
have par-t'ccipated on athletic tearns and those who have not. 
The sen1anti~ differential rating scaJ.es were collected 
and the c;ubiccts. were thaiJk~~d for their co.-or~eration~ 
" -
experimcentcr -cold each group tllat he would visit them once 
'J'ABLE I. Raw scores of English proficiency test of J,atin American students at 
Elbert Covell College 
Groups Scores 
1 2 "l 4 c: / 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
' -' 
0 
Gro1-1p I 123 122 118 117 110 101 101 97 97 93 85 82 82 81 
15 16 17 18 19 20 
81 80 80 73 69 69 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ·13 
Group II 118 116 114 114 109 105 103 100 100 99 98 93 87 
14 1.5 16 17 18 19 20 
81 79 78 71 71 70 67 
£\) 
£\) 
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more during the semester and relate to them exactly what 
th·:=ir part was in the overall experiment. 
'rhe trGatment groups were determined in such a way 
as to obtain all possible variations of the relationship 
between speakers and groups tested, Figure 1 represents 
the treatment of speakers and groups following a 2 X 3 
experimental design. 
In testing North Americans from College of the Pacific, 
eight subjects who partieipated in the present study were not 
of Narth American descent. The data collected from these 
st~bjects wer.e not included, as it was imperative that the 
Latin American and N0rth Amed.can groups be pure and horoo-
geneous • 
.A.ll grf!UlJS were> ra.n.dornly selected from classes at 
the Uni·.rersity of t.}1e Pacif.tc, rh1.s proCf~dure was practic~ed 
in an at·f;ernpt to gi.V•:? P.ver·y sampling unit the s;:cme probabi.l-
i ty of be in~ includ~d wi thi.n the present study as every 
other unit. 35 
measuring device was selected :for the present study be<Oause 
it has been shown to be a SlJperi.or techn.~qu<" for measuring 
ethos, 36 As .And.er>,an and Clevenger have po.~nted out in their 
F:ur.vey o:f experimental research in ethos, the semantic 
Suet, a~d Percy H. 
(Urbana: University 
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Speaker Audience 
N, American 1, American N. American* 
N. American 1 1 1 2 1 J 
1. American 2 1 2 2 2 J 
---------··--------
*ControJ. group of N. American students from Covell College 
Fig. 1.---2 X J analysis of co-variance for measurement of 
ethos 
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d ifferent.ial has been frequently used in research of ethos 
and has been successful in assessing one or more of the 
aspects of ethos,37 McCroskey, in a more recent report on 
the measurement of ethos, concluded that the semantic dif-
ferential is a highly capable instrument for measuring ethos, 
either initial or terminal, on two factors or dimensions: 
character and authoritativeness,38 
A twenty item, seven choice semantic differential 
scale was constructed for use as a post-treatment test of 
attitude toward the speaker, Scales used to measure the 
authoritativeness dimension of ethos were reliable-_!:!nrel_:i,-
able, i-nf_~med-uni.nformed, valuabl~-_I:Yorthless, g_uali fie<!-
.!:!J1'l!:!.alif i~l, expert- inexpert, experienced.- _i nexp~_rienceq, 
_intelJ)./T-f~llt-unin·tell i.l'·ent, <J.nd trai.ned-ur~tr£!.i.Df'_c!. Scales 
used to assess the character dimE-nsion of ethos were hpnes!-
dis!J.on'3§!, nice-n.wfu~, fr!:_en~-~Y-~!2.!.~jendly, pleasant·-~­
pl~ant, virt~ous-s inf'ul, confident-unsure, matl!.rP:--~~ma!2lre, 
Cl]erge!h~-!~ired, frank-secretive, just-un.l_us_!, .easygoing-
qu~-j:emr!rect., and mod_:l~- boa~f:!.UU~ (see Appendix A) , 39 To 
eliminate any ·possible set responses, the positive and 
negative ends of the b:i··polar scales were alternated. Por 
scor·ing purposes, the steps of each scale were assigned a 
value of 1 (positive) to 7 (negative), Eaeh dimension of 
ethos was scored separately so that the subjects had two 
37 Andt'H'Sen and Glcven"er, op. cit., p. 78. 
38James c, McCroskey, 11 Scalea for the Meas11rement of 
Ethos,'' Speech Monographs, XXIII (March, 1965), 70. 
39Ibid,, P• 72, 
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scores on the ethos semantic differential; one for authori-
tativeness and one for character of the speaker, The two 
scores were computed by totaling each scale of the measured 
dimension and dividing this number by the total number of 
scales used in that particular dimension being scored, 
Con~truction of the ~peec1J.. Only one version of ,,\ 
the speech was constructed as the speech remained a constant, 
Overall construction of the speech was aimed at producing as 
authoritative an effect as possible with regard to ethos, 
The speech was constructed in this manner as it was felt 
that most coaches act in an authoritative manner where they 
make decisions and direct a group through a prescribed pro-
gram. The spcakr~r gave a short introduction by stating that 
athletics plays an important part in everyone's lifr~, 'l'he 
main body of the speech was directed toward the audience 
describing the many hardships that one must endure to become 
an athlete, Throughout the speech the speaker constantly 
presented a philosophy of coaching in athletics which was 
one of di::ici.pline and dedication to the 10-port. The speaker 
attempted to appeal to tha audience hy asking ma.ny questions 
of them with such phrases es1 "What would you do if"; and, 
"Are you willing to", 'l'he speak.P.r quickly described his 
views in each instance by stating the phraser "If you are 
a member of my team", 
'!'he speech was judged as being authoritative by a 
p.'l.nel o:f experts i.n the field of speech communication, 
Although the speech was constructed in this manner, 
,2? 
"·. 
there was no other attempt to add or detract from the 
speaker's ethos in the text of the speech. The language 
used in the speech contained no technical terms nor partie-
ularly vague statements which might detract from the 
speaker's ethos. The presentation attempted to represent 
an authoritative philosophy of a coach of an athletic team, 
The length of the speech was 969 words and took six minutes 
and forty-three seconds to deliver. It was a speech to 
persuade the audience on a particular philosophy on the 
subject of athletics thought to be held by many coaches 
throughout the nation. The speech was tape recorded on a 
Voice of Music tape recorder. The volume and pitch were 
placed exactly at the same level for both speakers. 
si tua tio~1 was written for the speakers, the most important 
consid~ration in selecting a Latin American and North 
American speaker was to find individuals who had a definitly 
discernab.le "Latin" accent and North American accent. The 
individual selected to represent the "Latin" coach was a 
l.atin American male who was in his middle twenties. He was 
judged to have a definite ''Latin'' accent by a panel of speech 
experts in speech communication. 
The North American speaker was similarly selected 
with respect to dialect. The person selected was also a 
male. in his middle twenties who was judged by the same panel 
of speech experts to be representative of a North American 
dialect. 
The speo1wrs were ·reh,~ar~led both on and off the taps 
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recorder to assure that emphasis and tones were cor.rect in 
an attempt to create greater probability that the subjects 
could acknowledge the speech as an authoritative and per-
suasive appeal. The speech was rehearsed numerous times by 
the speakers and recorded three times before the tape 
recorded speeches were acceptable for the study, 
In addition to being able to deliver the speech in 
the properly discernable accent, the speaker had to qualify 
in his speaking ability as one who could fit the high ethos 
introduction that was given to the speakers in the present 
study, The speakers selected did meet these qualifications 
as judged by a panel of-speech experts. 
~192~_:r._i_l]l_~!1t,a."I, l.n.s..:trum~ :used. As was stated pre-
viously, the semantic differential measurement scale for ethos 
was used. to te2t tr:e subject's attitudes toward a speaker. 
The data were analyzed by computer using a two way analysis 
of co-variance with athletic experience as the co--variant, 
Significant E scores did result, which meant that significant 
differences among groups did result attributable to factors 
other than chance; thus the Scheffe" test was used to assertain 
whether significant differences between any pair of group 
. '~o means ex1sted, The semantic differentials were hand scored 
and entered onto data sheets for computer analysis. 
S ~-::~.t:lstics 
-~--------
CHAP'rER IV 
THE RESULTS 
Analysis of tl-Je data. For the primary experimental 
hypotheses the analysis of co-variance was chosen to provide 
an overall test of differences between the effects of the 
six treatments. 'rhe co--variant was athletic experience. 
By using a co-variant analysis, the experimenter was able 
to determine to what extent, if any, a particular variable, 
in this case athletic experience, influenced the rest of the 
findings. The Scheffe/test was used to assess levels of 
o.ifferenee between individual treatment groups. This test 
wan incorporated into the study only after a :~ignifjcant 
F ratio of the analysis of co-vari_ance was found. 'l'his 
- ' 
test permits the experimenter to compare any pair of means 
that are selected from t~e findings and places no limits on 
the number of comparisons that may be made with any set of 
data. The Scheffe'is calculated by first subtracting the 
sums of individual scores of the ·two groups being compared, 
This ;nnnber is then squared and d. i vided by th~ total number 
of scores in both groups, multiplied by the mean square 
error. The numbel' found muGt then be compared to a pre-
determined value to determine sil:',nificance. The result is 
r·ead as an F'~ 
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]:'rim~ exl2~rimcmt;J.1 hypotheses, The primary 
experimant~l hypotheses are stated in the null as follows: 
Hypothesis 1. There will be no statlqtically 
significant differences in the 
comparisons of ethos ratings by 
Caucasian North American and Latin 
American groups as they rate a coach 
of a Caucasian North American group 
on the ethos semantic differential 
measurement device. 
Hypothesis 2. There wil.l be no s·tatistically 
significant differences in the 
comparisons of' ethos ratings by 
Caucasian North American and Latin 
American groups as they rate a coach 
of a Latin American group on the 
ethos semantic differential measure-
ment device. 
Since the primar;~r experimental hypotheses were 
stated in the null as they previously appeared, a two-tailed 
test was used. The two-tailed or two-sided test is always 
used. when t.f].,r·e 1s no prior hypothesis as to the direction 
~ d' fi'"'r ' D<• l>t 0.1. 1 . ~~ . e.JCn~'::, Using the F' ratio, the region for re-
jection of the null hypothesis was equal to or beyond the 
.05 percentile point. Fig. 2, presents the combinations of 
treatments of independent variables. 'fable I J presents the 
analysis of vFJ.riance for treatment groups 1-6, on the 
character P<;~ctor of credib:Ui.ty only.. Table IIT includes 
similar data for th~ authoritativeness fnctor on the credi-
bl.lity measu~c. Tables IV and V present the data for the E 
ratio for the co-variant of athletic experience on both the 
characte1· 2.nd authoritati vc·ness factors of the cred i bili. ty 
measure .. 
Cell Speaker Audience Abbreviation 
1 :'.. N. American N. American AA 
1 2 N. American 1. American ALA 
1 J N. American N. American (Covell) ACA 
2 1 1. American N. American 1AA 
2 2 1. American L. American LALA 
2 3 L. American N. American (Covell) LACA 
Pig. 2.--·-Combinations of treatments of independent variables. 
w 
..... 
TABIE II. Least squares analysis of co-variance on 
character factor of credibility 
Source of 
Variat_ion_ 
Speakers 
Audiences 
Speakers X 
Audiences 
Error 
Total 
*P ( .05 
**P ( ,01 
Surn of 
Souares 
,JO 
2.05 
18.56 
)).06 
53.96 
d.f. Mean Squares 
1 ,JO 
2 1.03 
2 9.28 
114 
119 
32 
F 
1.03 
).54* 
31.99** 
TABLE III. Least squares analysis of co-variance on 
authoritativeness factor of credibility 
Source of Sum of d,f Mean Square 
Variation Squares 
Speakers 2. 31 1 2.31 
Audiences 12.17 2 6.08 
Speakers X 8.63 2 4. 31 
Audiences 
Error 44.62 11.4 
'fotal 67.73 119 
33 
F 
5.90** 
15.54** 
11.02** 
--------·-· 
*'.l-p < .01. 
TABLE IV. J,east squares analysis of co-variance on the co-
variant of athletic experience on the authori-
tativeness factor of c~edibility 
Source of Sum of d.f. Mean Square r' 
Variation _§guares 
Speakers .68 1 .68 2,82 
Audiences .95 2 .48 1.99 
Speakers X .45 2 .2) • 9IJ. 
Audiences 
Error 2?.25 114 
Total 29. :n 119 
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TABLE v. Least squares analysis of co-variance on the 
co-variant of athletic experience on character 
factor. of credibility 
Source of Sum of d.f. Mean Squares p 
Varia "t i O!} __ Sou~ 
Speakers ,68 1 .68 2,82 
Audiences 
.95 2 .48 1.99 
Speakers X 'I} 5 2 .23 .94 
Audiences 
Error 27.25 114 
Total 29.33 119 
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The analysis of the data detected that the variable 
of athletic experience made no difference on the authoritative-
ness or the character factor of the erect i bili ty measure, Thus, 
adjusted character and authoritativeness E ratio scores for 
athletic experience were not used to determine significant 
differences among groups and speakers, 
An overall comparison of the two speakers with the 
two audiences of different ethnic origin yielded sienificant 
E ratios on the authoritativeness factor of the credibility 
scale only. That is, when looking at each speaker as he was 
rated by different audiences, the F. ratio scores obtained on 
the authoritativeness factor only differed significantly, 
When r-tn overall comparison was made of the audiences 
with the two speakers, there were significant f. rlitio scores 
on h()-t;h the authoritativeness and character scz.les of the 
cred .i. bi"l i. ty measure, 
When all possible combinations of speakers lind 
audiences were analyzed, it was found that a difference 
beyond the ,01 level of significance did exist, while a 
similar effect wlis detected on the character factor. There-
fore, further comparative analysis betwe<en groups was justi-
fied, 
Table VIII (Appendix B) includes data on the results 
of the Scheffe'test on the character factor of the credibility 
measure, whi.le Table IX (Appendix B) indicates the findings 
of the Scheff~test for the authoritativeness factor, For the 
results toLe significant at the .05 level, a i'>~itical value 
cf 11.50 was needed, A value of 15.40 was nePded for 
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significance at the .01 level of confidence. The r~sults 
of the Scheffe test indicated several instances of signifi-
cant differences when one specific treatment e:roup was 
compared with another specific treatment group. On the 
authoritativeness scale, the Latin American audience rated 
the North American speaker significantly diffPr.ent from the 
~atings of the samP. speakAr by the North Amr:r.icc.n nr':liencf" 
beyond the ,01. level of confidence f.\·'1d v.•ns p<lr:it,)vc t0ward 
th . t e .. ntc agr.~~r.en • Further, the North American audience 
rated the North American spl"aker significantly different 
:from the Latin APlerican speaker. The difference was 
similarily significant beyond the .01 level of confidence 
and was positive toward ethnic agreement. 
On the character scale, there was no statistically 
significant difference when the Latin American audience rated 
the North American speaker as compared with the North American 
audience rating the North American speaker. However, the 
North American audience rated the North American speaker 
significantly different from the Latin American speaker. ~'he 
difference was significant beyond the .01 leve.l and, once 
again, was positive toward ethnic ae;reement. 
A comparison of treatment group AA (North American 
speaking to Ncrth AmGrican 8.udien~e) to treatment group ACA 
(North Arneric8.n speaker speaking to the Control) was made for 
purposes of assest~ing any differences that might have occurred 
as the result of North Americans having attendr:d Elbert 
Covell College. It was hypothesised that there would be no 
significant differences in this regard and the results of 
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the comparison substantiated that view on both the character 
and the authoritativeness factors of the credibility scale, 
Also, there were no significant differences when treatment 
group I,AA (I,atin American speaking to North American audience) 
and LACA (Latin American speaker speaking to Control group) 
were compared on both factors of the credibility scale, 
When a comparison of the North American and Latin 
American speakers speaking to the I,atin American audiences 
was made, a significant difference was detected at the .05 
level of confidence on the authoritativeness factor of 
credibility, However, there was no statistical significance 
when the same groups were compared on the character factor 
of the credibility scale, 
On the authoritativeness scale, the North American 
speaker was rated Rignificantly different by the Latin 
American audience as compared to the control grnup of North 
Americans from Elbert Covell College. Again, the group means 
were in the direction of positive ethnic agreement. There 
was no s i.gnificant difference when the same groups were 
analyzed on the character factor of the credibility scale, 
When a comparison of treatment group LAA (Latin 
American speaker speaking to North American audience) to 
treatment group LALA (Latin American speaking to Latin 
American andience) was made, the North American aud:\,ence 
rated the T,atin American speaker significantly different 
from the ratings by the Latin American audiences. The same 
reE<·•1lt occurred on the character factor of the credibility, 
In both cases the significance was beyond the • 01 level of 
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confidence and was again positive toward ethnic agreement, 
The results of the comparison of group LALA (Latin 
American speaker speaking to Latin American aud iencn) to 
group LACA (I,atin American speaker speaking to the Control) 
indicated that significant differences did occur between the 
two gronps, h11t. only on the authoritativeness scale of 
erect i bili ty, As was the case throughout the findings, there 
was a positive indication towa.rd ethnic agreement on both 
factors of the credibility scale, even where no significance 
was found. 
A comparison of group LACA (Latin American speaker 
speaking to the Control) to group ACA (North American speaker 
speaking to the Control) indicates that significant differ-
ences did nec1;r a.t the .01 level of confidence on both factors 
of the cred i bi.l) ty scale, Once again, ethnic agreement was 
evi.dent. 
§.Y.!l}!!.!ary, The result of the two-way analysis of co-
variance detected that athletic expArience made no difference 
on the authoritativeness or the character factor of the 
credibility measure of the sample populations examined. 'rhe 
a.nalysis of variP..11P-8 detected significant ovr~rall Y ratio 
scores amon,., the speakers and groups which were tested. 
The Scheffe'test indicated significant differences 
on the authoritativeness factor when the followine: individual 
group com:0ari sons were made 1 treatment group AA (Nort;h 
American speaker speaking to North American a11d'1Emcc;) to 
,;:,routJ ALA (AmeriGan speaker speaking to Latin Amed~.an 
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audience); group AA (North American speaking to North 
American audience) to group LAA (I,atin American speaker 
speaking to North American audience); group ALA (American 
speaker speaking to I,atin American audience)· to group LAJ,A 
(Latin American speaking to Latin American audience); group 
ALA (American speaker speaking to J,atin American audience) 
to group ACA (North American speaker speaking to the Control); 
group LAA (I,atin American speaking to North American audience) 
to group L.UA (Latin American speaking to Latin American 
audience); group LALA (Latin American speaking to Latin 
, 
American audience) to group LACA (J,atin American speaker 
speaking to the Control); and group LACA (Latin American 
speaker speaking to the Control) to group ACA (North America.n 
speaker speaking to the Control). Significant differences 
were found on the character factor for the following i.ndi.-
vidual group comparisons: group AA (North American speaking 
to North American audience) to group LAA (Latin American. 
Rpeaking to North American audience); group LAA (Latin 
American speaking to North American audience) to group LALA 
(Latin American speaking to Latin American audience); and 
group LACA (I,atin American speaker speaking to the Contt'ol) 
to group ACA (North American speaker speaking to the Control). 
The resul.ts strongly suggested eth~ic agreement with \ 
the speakfJr or audience. An r~mp.iri cal asscssm~nt of the 
differences between group fi\Pans shows that in every case an 
a1~ience of ethnic origln coinsldl.ng with tllat uf 1-lle speaker 
rated t.he spe<J.l,er higher en cho.racter and aPthori ta.ti venes'J 
factors of tlw crPcl i. b i.l i t;y scale ·than the same audience r2. ted 
\ 
\ 
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a speaker of different ethnic origin, In the instances in 
which significant differences were found the null hypotheses 
are rejected, 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
As was indicated in Table III, the E ratio score for 
the speaker variable was significant beyond the .01 level of 
confidence on the authoritativeness factor, but did not 
reach a level of significance on the character factor. This 
indicates that when considering the same speaker speaking to 
different audiences, a significant difference i.n audience 
ratings on the credib.ility measure was obtained; however, the 
significant difference in this regard was on the authori:ta-
tiveness factor only. '!'he F ratio for the audience variable 
was significant on both factors of credibility; however, the 
level of confidence was higher on the authoritativeness factor. 
These results imply that, in the overall analysis, the mani-
pulation of ethnic groups produced significant differences 
in the ratings of the speaker; however, the authoritativeness 
factor of credibility seemed to be effected more so than was 
the character factor. 
Within the limitations of the present study, it 
sr~ems reasonable to conclude that when a coach of Latin 
American oris;in addresses an audience of North Americans or 
when a coac:h of North American origin addresses an audience 
of Lf1tin Ame~·ica:n origin, there will be Si[~nificant differ-
ences in the way he is perceived as a credible source, 'rhis 
implies that audiences of different ethnic hac1<:rrounds 
per~e . .i..ve the speaker's qualifications on var:v.-ing levels. 
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When all possible combinations of speakers and groups 
were analyzed, the overall F ratio scores on the authorita-
tiveness and character factors were greatly significant at 
the .01 level. In this case the character factor of the 
credibility measure was greater than that of the authoritative-
ness factor, This result would seem to indicate that when 
all possible combinations of speakers and groups were analyzed 
together, a significant difference on the character factor 
was achieved, greater than that of the authoritativeness 
factor, a result which can be attributed to the total variance 
of all the treatment groups. 
When the Soheffe" test was used to detect significant 
differences between individual groups, great degrees of 
signi:f.icanDe were found. As was indicated in 'fables VIII 
and lZ, when ·the Nort.h American speaker spoke to a North 
Amer5.ca.n and then t<) a Latin American audience, a significant 
difference was found beyond the .01 level on the authorita-
tiveness factor, but no significant difference was found on 
the character factor of the credibility scale. More 
specifically, the North American speake:c was rated lower by 
the Latin American audience then by the North American 
audience. 'l'he fact that the characte·r:- fa.etor did not yield 
d iffe.,..<l'·,ces that were s.i.t,'Tiificant i rrplies that the speaker 1 s 
~haracter is not the crertiblllty factor he5ng challP~~ed in 
a spel'.ifi.c )nfltance whe:o--e ethnic grour" ru·e m<tnipvlated, it 
. +• t. " . • . . f t' k th ... 
. 1s .,ne f}Xpt~r- .J_r;c or auT. nor:: ~~ -r: -~ veness <:r ne spea .er· - ;l.., 
produces :per~.(·:;:tl rm differen(;~,s, Tlte .i.mp1.i.eation of this 
find~_ng is that when a North American couch ie t'a~ed with a 
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Latin American audience, his audience will pereeive his 
expertise as being much lower than will the North American 
audience, 
A similar situation occurred when the Latin American 
speaker spoke to the North American and Latin American 
groups, In this instance the differences on both factors of 
the credibility scale were significant at the .01 level of 
confidence. It was shown that the Latin American speaker 
was rated lower by the North American audience than by the 
Latin American audience. The fact that the Latin American 
speaker was rated significantly lower on both factors of 
credibility implies that both factors are being challenged 
in a specific situation where a Latin American speaker is 
being rated on the cre.di bili ty scale, 
By the results of the two ·~om1)ari sons already made, 
the f.i.ndi.ngs imply that Latin Americans will rate a coach of 
a different ethnic background lower on the authoritativeness 
scale only, while the North Americans will rate the Latin 
American speaker lower on both factors of the credi bi li ty 
measure, 'I' his finding may sue;gest the possibility that 
Caucasian North Americans will perceive an individual of a 
different ethnic origin as a lower credible source than would 
the Latin American audience who rated the North American 
speal:er significantly lower only on the authoritativeness 
scale. 
A comparison of the I,at.in Amer:ican speaker sp'laking 
to a North Amt:ri.can audience and the North American speaker 
speaking to ?, No:rth American audience produced significant 
differences at the .01 level of significance on both factors 
of the credibility scale, These findings again imply ethnic 
agreement; that is, the North American audiences perceived 
the North American speaker as a more highly credible source 
than they did the Latin American speaker. 
When the speakers were interchanged with both audi-
ences being Latin American, there was a significant difference 
on the authoritativeness factor, but at a lower level of 
significance than that of a similar comparison with the two 
audiences being North American. When the character factor 
was observed, there was no significant difference between 
the two groups. This finding again implies that the Latin 
Americans perceive no differences in the character of the 
speaker, but they challenge the authoritativeness factor of 
credibility, The implication of this finding is that when a 
North American coach is faced with a I,atin American audiance, 
his audience will perceive his expertise as being much lower 
than will a North American audience. 1'his finding indicates 
the character of the North American coach, that is, his 
trustworthiness, sincerity and honesty, made little differencH 
as to how he was perceived by both the Latin American and 
North Americen audiences on the credibility measure. 
When the North American speak1~r remai_ned a constant 
and the avrliencr=s were both North Ameri.cans from the College 
of the Pacific and North Americans from Elbert Covell College, 
no sir.;nif.icant di.fforr.nr:es we:re found on either factor of 
the cn"di.bi.l ity measure. This finding seems to imply that 
tlvn~e was no r; i~mifi.cant difference with ree;ard to the control 
group's ratings as compared to the North American group's 
rating of both speakers on the credibility scale, 
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When again the constant was the North American speaker 
and was compared with the Latin American audience and the 
control group from Elbert Covell College, a significant 
difference was found on the authoritativeness factor beyond 
the .01 level of significance, but no significance was found 
on the character factor of the credibility scale, This 
result is very similar to the comparison of the North 
American speaker speaking to the Latin American and North 
American groups. In this comparison a significant difference 
on the authoritativeness scale was found, but no significance 
was found on the character scale, 
When a comparison was made of the Latin American 
c·peaker speaking to North Americans from College of the 
Pacific and North Americans from Elbert Covell College, no 
significance was obtained on either factor of the credibility 
scale, 'rhis finding implies that there were no significant 
differences as to how the North Americans rated the J,atin 
American speaker as compared to the ratings of the speaker by 
the control group. 
A comparison of the Latin American speaker speaking 
first to a J..atin American and then to a control group of 
North Americans from Elbert Covell College produced signifi-
cant differences on the authoritativeness factor of credi-
bility only, This finding differs from t!w results obt~J.ined 
when the North American group was used rather than the 
control. 'l'he North Am(;dcan group ra.ted the Latin American 
speaker as a less eredible source on both factors of the 
credibility scale, while the control group rated the Latin 
American speaker significantly lower on only the authorita-
tiveness factor, This single instance of the control group 
of North American students from Elbert Covell differing from 
their own ethnic group of North Americans does not seem to 
imply significant differences between these two groups. In 
every other case where North American students from Elbert 
Covell College were contrasted with North Americans, no dif-
ferences were found. Even in this case where the groups 
disagreed as to character ratings, significance was almost 
reached, as is indicated in Table VIII (Appendix B). 
When two control group audiences heard a Latin 
Ameri()a.n speaker and a North American speaker, significant 
differences were :found on both factors of the credibility 
scale, More specifically, the Latin American speaker was 
rated lower by the control group at the .01 level of si.gnifi-
cance. This finding implies that the control group of North 
Americans from Elbert Covell College perceived a speaker of 
similar ethnic origin as a more credible source than the 
speaker who was not. 
In each case where one specific group was compared 
to another s:pecific treatment group, the group means always 
pointed ·coward ethnic agreement. In ev<;!ry case the I.atin 
Arwri.can, No;~th American, and Elbert Covell College North. 
Am2rican gro'xps rated speakers who were ethnically similar; 
I 
hig!1er on i:Joth fac--cors of the credibility scale. There were 
no exc,lptions to this. '('able VI and VII illust:ca'te the group 
means for both factors of the credibility scale, 
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SUJ!!..Jl!ar,y. The present study was designed to detect 
whether the athletic coach's credibility would be perceived 
differently by ethnic groups other than his own; more 
spec:i.f ica.ll.y, . when a North American or Latin American speaker 
is speaking to similar or dissimilar ethnic audiences. The 
review of literature revealed that the present study was the 
first of i ts kind in the field of physical education. 
Subjects fo r the present study were male members of 
randomly selected clasrJes at the University of the Pacific. 
Only subjects of Latin American and North American origin 
participated in the present study in an attempt to keep each 
treatment e;roup pure and homogeneous. '.Phose members of any 
ethnic group other than Latin American or North American were 
not in~luded in the prenent study. Neither were these 
different ethnic groups mixed within treatments. There 1Nere 
six treatment groups used in the present study: two groups 
of North Ar.1eric:an.s froro the College of the Pacific; t wo 
groups of Latin Americans from Elbert Covell College; and 
t wo groups of North Americans from Elbert Covell College. 
Two speakers were used in ·the present study: one 
of North Ame:c.ican origin and the other of Latin American 
origin. The speaker 's message was aimed at producing as 
authoritative an effect as possible with re gard to ethos . 
The t re a ·tme~t groups were determined in such a way 
as ·~o oh tain a .Ll possibl e variations of the relationship 
between speakers and groups , 
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After the message was heard, the experimenter in-
structed the subjects to rate the speaker on the semantic 
differential rating device, This device measured the speaker 
on two factors of credibility: authori tati.veness and 
character, 
The data were analyzed by computer using a two way 
analysis of co-variance with the athletic experience of each 
subj•~ct as the co-variant. The analysis of the data detected 
that the variable of athletic experience made no difference 
on either factor of the credibility scale • 
Significant E ratio scores did result, which meant 
tha-. sir,nifi.cFtnt differences among groups may have resulted; 
thus the Scheffe' test was used to assertain where in those 
differences did lie. 
Within the limitations of the st,tdy and the methods 
employed, the following conclusions seem justi.fiedt 
l. A Latin American coach who Rpeaks to a North 
American audience is likely to be rated lower 
on both factors of creaibility as compared to 
to a situation where his audience is ethnically 
identical, or Latin American, 
2. A North American coach who speaks to a r.atin 
American audience is likely to be rated lower 
on the erect i bility scale than he would be if 
his audience were in ethnic ar(cc>ement, or North 
American; however, the lower rating is likely 
to occur on the author!. tat i veness factor only. 
These conclusions imply that the credi biU.ty of a 
No,~th American coach involves expertise only, while the 
findi.ngc :ind'..eate that the T.ati.n Americ8.n coach has a greater 
deficit ~o overcome as the North American audiences seem to 
judge hi.m ne,ga.ti.vely on both faetori'l of the •n·etiibility 
scale, 
It was the intent of the experimenter to provide 
data which would serve to work toward a solution to the 
problem of the credibility gap which may exist between 
the athlete and coach when there are ethnic differences, 
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With the data presented herein, it is hoped that an important 
step toward the solution has been taken; a realization of 
the problem has been reached, It is for further researchers 
to explore methods for reducing such variances in ethnic 
differences in credibility perceptions, 
Sup~estions f2! further research, From the results 
of the. present study, many suggestions and ideas arise for 
further research in the study of the credibility of an 
athletic coach, A similar study that could be conducted 
with only minor changes in the methodology would be to con-
duct the same study with the medium of video tape, 
:rt is also suggested that the present study should 
be conducted again with the use of other ethnic groups such 
as blacks. Many problGms have come about when athletic 
coaehes are dealing with ethnic groups different from their 
own, It might be revealing to conduct a Bimilar study i.n 
an attempt to determine if other ethnic groups perceive 
individu;>.ls of their ovm ethnic origin as mor·e credible 
sources than individuals who are not of similar origin. 
'l'he present study was designed to measure attitudes 
of 8.thJ.etes toward coaches when varying ethnic groups were 
in evidence, In an effort to further assess credibility 
differences among ethnic groups, a study could be designed 
to mec:.sure attitude of coaches toward athletes of ethnic 
groups differrmt from thP-ir own. 
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APPENDIX A 
Though you might not think about it, athletic events 
play a prominent part in our lives. Aside from the hundreds 
of local athletic events going on in every corner of this 
great country of ours, think about thn television air time 
devoted to athletics. Every weekend, you have the oppor-
tunity to view an athletic event for almost the entire week-
end and on special days, like New Year's, you can watch 
football solidly from ten o'clock in the morning to ten 
o'clock at night, Whether you agree or disagree with this 
exposure, it is irrelevant to the point that athletics play 
a big role in our lives, especially when you can consider 
the millions of television viewers who do sit glued to their 
sets watching that big game, 
Most of you in this room have probably thought at one 
time or another how wonderful it would be to be a great 
athlete. Many of you might have been successful in athletics. 
True, there is a great deal of glory that goes along with 
this activity with the large crowds watching and admiring 
you participate. I just wonder how many of you have ever 
thought of all tho work that goes into playing that one game 
a week, scoring that touchdown or making that game winning 
basket, Not many people think of the tedious practices that 
must be ·to make a team function as such. Suppose you go out 
for an athletic team, You must compete with many others who 
are attempting the same fete as you. Can you sacrifice and 
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discipline yourself to take the physical punishment that 
is a part of all athletic endeavors? Are you willing to 
give and take with your fellow teammates in an attempt to 
create a healthy atmosphere? Suppose you are the best player 
on the team. If you are not willing to endure the many hard-
ships that it takes to make a team function, you will be 
dropped from the squad, There is more that goes into 
athletics than just how good a person is in ability; you 
must be able to think of the team first and yourself second, 
You must be able to get along with the other members of the 
team even if you dislike many of them, This is why a:thletics 
are so valuable to us in our society. 
This question then becomes apparent! How does a 
coach get the maximum from every player and make a group of 
individuals function and think the same way? As can be 
assumed, as a player you are expected to be at practice 
daily, It is a generally accepted rule, if a player con-
tinually misses practice, he will be dropped from the squad, 
The first time you miss practice, you may be called into the 
coach's office and reprimanded for the action, If for an 
unknown reason you again miss practice,.you will more than 
likely be dropped frorn the team, Usually there are no 
exceptions to this rule unless the player confers with the 
coach before his absence. Most coaches, this one included, 
strongly encourage the players to call the field house or 
gym if they are sick or must miss practice for an emergency. 
I have always felt that no individual is good (mough to miss 
p·ractice and be indispensable to the team because it r::i .felt 
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that a team should function as such, with everyone treated 
equally. So-you're the best on the team, but- you are 
undisciplined to team rul~s- we must part company- there is 
no place for you on a team that i~ to be a team, 
Many fellow coaches have very few training rules, 
if any at all. My philosophy is that an individual must 
sacrifice and discipline himself if he is to achieve a 
maximum effort. My rules include no drinking and smoking 
during the season. Also a bed check is always conducted 
the night before all games, All players are expected to be 
in bed by 10:00 p.m. the night before the game. Every 
individual is to be on the field in full practice uniform 
at a designated time. Punctuality is a very important asset 
to develop in life. Practices are always very tough and the 
players need every ounce of energy they have; thus, we 
encourage them to keep tl1eir social life ·to a minimum. I 
feel by implementing these rules and enforcing them to the 
greatest extent, we are helping the individual achiave his 
goal, 
Most coaches stress teamwork, knowing without it, 
a maximum effort cannot be reached, We always stress this 
concept to the greatest extent. '.Phere is no plaee for 
individuals who think more about how they J.ook and how many 
points they score than if the team wins or loses, This 
causes dissension among players which cannot bC! tolerated; 
players having the described attitudes are dropped from 
the squad. 
The sacrifice, the discipline, the sweat, all of 
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this makes a team look so beautiful for that Saturday game, 
Any of you who decides to go out for an athletic team, 
remember that it is not all the glory that it may seem, 
Behind that minute of glory that everyone in the stadium 
sees are many, many hours of hard, dedicated work. We never 
see these hours, but they are there and the proof is how the 
team functions in the game. 
Many criticize athletics by arguing that it teaches 
individuals to win at all costs. If you go out for my team, 
we always feel that it is no disgrace to lose, but it is 
when you haven't played your best, and your best is your 
team's best! 
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Inr,tructions 
You are asked to complete a form the nature of whlch may be 
unfamiliar to you. You will see pairs of terms which could 
be considered questions about a particular thing. For 
Elxarnple, if asked to evaluate Richard Nixon, you would 
respond: 
tall -'-'X- ____ : -·-
------
_________ short 
tall I X short 
-- --- --- --- --- --
i.f you think your answer to the question is yery_ closely 
related to the term at either end of the scale; 
if you think your answer to the question is quite closely 
related to either end of the scale, answer: 
tall ____ ,_x ___ _ 
---'--·- ___ short 
or 
tall X short 
---
if you think that your answer is only slighfu related 
to either end of the scale, answerr 
tall -·---=-__ : __ x_, __ ___ short 
or 
tall---'-----'---'--~- _ _l __ r_, _____ short 
Finally, if you think that your answer is irrelevant to 
the scale or is neutr_~l to the scale, answer& 
tall ~-'---'---r_X_r ____ r ____ __ short 
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IMPORTANT1 (1) Place your X's in the middle of the spaces, 
(2) Check every scale; omit none, 
(3) Never mark more than one X on a single scale, 
Your answers to one question should not depend on your answers 
to any other questions. Mak~ eac~ item~ separate and 
independent judgement, 
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YOU HAVE BECOME SOMEWHAT ACQUAINTED WITH A SPEAKEH IN THE 
PAST FEW MINUTES. NOW HA'rE HIM BELOW. 
reliable --'--'--'--'--'---'--unreliable 
dishonest ---'---'---'-----'----'----'---honest 
infor~ed ----'---'---'---'--'--'----uninformed 
nice ___ , __ , __ : __ , __ , __ : ___ awful 
worthless -'--'--'-·-'---'--'--valuable 
friendly 1 1 : 1 1 : unfriendly 
-------------
qualified I I I I I I unqualified 
--- ---- --- ---- --- ---- ---
inexpert -'---'--'--'--'---=---expert 
experienced __ , __ , ____ : __ : ___ ,_: __ inexperienced 
unintelligent ---'--'--'---'---'---'---intelligent 
pleasant __ ,_, ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ unpleasant 
virtuous __ :.:..___:_: __ : ___ : __ :_· __ sinful 
trained __ : ___ : __ : ___ : ___ , ___ : __ untrained 
unsure ---'---'--'---'----'---'--confident 
immature -'--'---'--'--'--'-mature 
energetic ---'----'--'--'----'--'--tired 
frank --'--'---'---'----'--'--secretive 
unjust -'---'--'----'---.: __ , __ just 
easygoing 1 : 1 : 1 : quick-tempered 
--- -- --- ·-- --- --- --
boastful __ , __ : ___ , ___ , __ : __ , ___ modest 
APPENDIX B 
"2ABIE VI. Group Means on the Authoritativeness Factor of the Credibility Scale 
Treatment Group Group Mea.'1 
AA 1.931 
ALA 2.737 
LAA 2.919 
LALA 2.059 
LACA 2.813 
ACA 1.883 
Range 
1.250-2.625 
1 . 37 5-3.867 
1.250-4.625 
1.250-2.750 
1. 500-4.000 
1. 7 50-3. 167 
,-
SD 
.4164 
.6286 
.9452 
.4544 
-7559 
.J289 
Standard 
Error Y 
.0955 
.1442 
.2168 
.1042 
.1734 
.0754 
"' .... 
TABLE VII. Group Means on the Character Factor of the Credibility Scale 
Treatment Group Group Mean 
AA 2.401 
ALA 2.422 
LAA ).450 
LALA 2.643 
LACA 3.1)4 
ACA 2.281 
Range SD 
1.500-3.750 .6144 
1. 7 50-3.417 .4223 
2.333-4.833 .6765 
1.683-3.508 .5288 
1.750-3.917 .5282 
1.250-2.375 • 3780 
Standard 
Error X 
.1409 
.0968 
.1552 
.1213 
.1211 
.0867 
"' !\) 
TABLE VII I. Comparison of all possible variations of 
group interactions on the character factor 
of the credibility scale computed by the 
Scheffe test 
2. AA 
f.. AI.A 
MS error 
d.f. 
p' 
L AA 
L LAA 
MS error 
d,f. 
L AA 
i. LALA 
MS error 
d. f. 
i. AA 
i. LACA. 
MS error 
d.f. 
F' 
46. JlfO 
48.700 
. 290 
114. 
.4?8 
46.343 
69.009 
.290 
111~. 
44.288** 
46.JI~J 
52.875 
.290 
114. 
].657 
46.]43 
62.680 
.290 
114. 
16.337 
63 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
i AA 
i. ACA 
MS error 
¥. ALA 
i. LAA 
MS error 
d.f, 
t. ALA 
f. LALA 
MS error 
d,f, 
F"' 
f. 
z. 
LAA 
ACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F~ 
46.343 
45.623 
.290 
114 • 
. 045 
48,700 
69.009 
.290 
114. 
35.556** 
48.700 
42.857 
.290 
114. 
1.489 
69.009 
Lf5 .623 
• 290 
224, 
47.074** 
52. 8.5'? 
62.682. 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
MS error 
d.f. 
F' 
L LALA 
z. ACA 
MS error 
d. f. 
F,... 
i. LACA 
i ACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F,... 
i. ALA 
Z:. LACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F,... 
Z:. ALA 
Z. ACA 
MS error 
.290 
114. 
8. 32'1 
52.857 
1}5,62) 
• 290 
114. 
4.511 
62.680 
45.623 
.290 
114. 
25.018** 
48.700 
62.680 
• 290 
114. 
16,848** 
48.700 
45.623 
.290 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
d,f, 
%.. LAA 
i LALA 
MS error 
d. f. 
F' 
2:. LAA 
z. U.CA 
MS error 
d. f. 
F-
* p ~ ,01 
**P ( .05 
114. 
,816 
69.009 
52.857 
.290 
114. 
17.835** 
69.009 
62,680 
,290 
114. 
).453 
66 
TABLE IX. Comparison of all possible variations of group 
interactions on the authoritativeness factor 
i AA 
i ALA 
MS error 
d.f. 
L AA 
i. LAA 
MS error 
d.f. 
!<'~ 
%.. AA 
f.. LALA 
MS error 
d.f. 
Z. AA 
Z... UCA 
MS error 
d.f. 
of the credibility scale computed by the Scheffe 
test 
)8.625 
54.742 
·390 
114. 
16.651** 
)8.625 
58.375 
• 390 
114. 
25,003** 
38.625 
41.175 
.)90 
114. 
.416 
38.625 
56.250 
.390 
114 
19.91?.** 
'r'A BLE IX ( G ont inued) 
t. AA 
t. ACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F' 
i. ALA 
i. LAA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F"' 
z. 
f. 
AI.A 
I-ALA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F,.. 
t. ALA 
~- I.ACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F,.. 
f~ ALA 
L ACA 
)8,625 
37.667 
.)90 
114. 
,058 
54.742 
58.375 
.)90 
114. 
.846 
54.742 
41.175 
• 390 
114. 
11.798* 
54.?42 
56.250 
.)90 
11lf. 
.145 
54.742 
37.667 
68 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
MS error 
d.f. 
F~ 
Z. LAA 
i. LALA 
MS error 
d.f. 
Z. LAA 
%.. LACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
t LAA 
i ACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F,.. 
%. ULA 
X. LACA 
MS error 
d.f. 
F,. 
• 390 
114. 
18.689** 
58.375 
41.175 
·390 
114. 
18.924** 
58.375 
56.250 
.390 
114. 
.298 
58.375 
37.667 
• 390 
114. 
27.488** 
41.117 
56.250 
.390 
lilt. 
14.679* 
t. LALA 
t.. ACA 
MS error 
d,f. 
F"" 
* p < .05 
**P ( .01 
70 
41.117 
)7.667 
• 390 
114. 
• 762 
• 
71 
TABLE X. Haw scores on the autho·ri tati veness and character 
factors of the credibility scale for group AA. 
Subject Authoritativeness Character 
1 1.875 1.750 
2 2.375 2.083 
3 1.875 3.167 
~~ 2,125 2,584 
5 2.2_50 2 ·7 50 
6 2.)75 1.667 
7 2.375 2. 916 
8 1. 500 2,083 
9 1.500 2.333 
10 2.500 3.083 
11 1.625 3.083 
12 1.250 1,500 
13 1.750 2,500 
14 2.)?5 3. ?50 
15 1.500 2,167 
16 1.500 1. 500 
17 2,625 2.917 
18 1.500 2.093 
19 1.750 2.583 
20 2.000 2.917 
72 
TABLE XI. Raw scores on the authoritr).tiveness and character 
factors of the credibility sco.le for gronp ALA 
Subject Authoritativeness Character 
1 2.750 2.500 
2 2,625 2.667 
3 2.000 2.000 
l.j, 3.867 1.833 
5 2.125 2.500 
6 1.375 1.750 
7 3.000 2.083 
8 2,875 2,167 
9 3,125 3.417 
10 3. 375 3.167 
11 J.OOO 2.608 
12 ).125 2.750 
13 2.750 2,417 
11~ 1.500 L750 
15 2.625 2.JJJ 
16 ).000 2.508 
17 ).250 2.917 
18 2.125 2,_500 
19 ).250 2.750 
20 3.000 2,083 
73 
TABI~ XII. Raw scores on the authoritativeness and character 
factors of the credibility scale for group LAA 
Sub,ject Authoritativeness Character 
1 2.375 2.333 
2 1.500 2.667 
3 2.250 ).58) 
lf 4.000 ).417 
5 1.250 ).508 
6 3· 375 lj .• 000 
7 4.000 3.917 
8 4.000 4.000 
9 3·375 4.083 
10 3.500 ;.417 
11 ).125 3.833 
12 1.250 2.833 
13 2.625 2.917 
14 4.625 4.833 
15 2.250 2.167 
16 2.250 3,417 
17 3.500 4.417 
18 2.875 3.500 
19 3.000 3.000 
20 3.250 3.167 
74 
TABLE XIII. Raw scores on the authoritativeness and 
character factors of the credibility scale 
for group LALA 
Subject Authoritativeness Character 
1 2.625 3.508 
2 2.375 3.083 
J 1. 500 2.083 
4 1.625 2,667 
5 2.000 2,000 
6 1.375 2.083 
7 2.750 3.JJ3 
8 2,625 3.167 
9 1.875 3.250 
10 1.375 J.08J 
11 1.250 2.167 
12 1.875 1.683 
13 2.J75 2.750 
11} 2.)75 2.917 
15 2.125 2,667 
16 2.500 ),083 
1'7 2.000 2.000 
18 2.125 2.250 
19 2.425 2.583 
20 2.000 2.500 
75 
TABLE XIV. Raw s~ores on the authoritativeness and character 
factors of the credibility scale for group LACA 
Subject Authoritativeness Character 
1 1.500 2.833 
2 3.125 3.500 
3 3.000 3.083 
4 2.875 ),000 
5 2.250 2.167 
6 3.500 3.500 
7 3.500 3.500 
8 1.625 1.750 
9 3.500 3.000 
l.O 3.500 3.508 
11 2. 375 3.1H 7 
12 3.875 3.917 
13 2.500 3.583 
14 4.000 ).583 
15 1.625 3.500 
16 2.375 2.508 
17 ),250 3.000 
18 3.250 3.414 
19 2,125 3.000 
20 2.500 2.917 
TABLE XV. Raw scores on the authoritativeness and character 
factors of the credibility scale for group ACA 
Subject Authoritativeness Character 
1 2.000 2,167 
2 1.250 2.000 
3 1.750 2.583 
4 2.000 2,000 
5 2.250 2.500 
6 1.875 3.167 
7 1.667 2. 3'? 5 
8 1.500 2,000 
9 1.750 2.583 
10 2.500 2.000 
11 1.875 1.750 
12 2.000 2.000 
13 1.875 1.750 
14 1.500 2.167 
15 2,000 2.500 
16 2.375 2.583 
17 2.375 2.915 
18 2,000 2.000 
19 1.500 2,083 
20 1.625 2.500 
